
          STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE TO EARN OVER N100 000  

       MONTHLY FROM MEMBERSHIP HOSTING SCHEME 

Introduction: Membership Hosting Scheme is embedded with opportunity to make over 

N100 000 monthly. This scheme will be guided by Finitema instruments to earn over 200% 

monthly returns. Hence, your money works for you without any additional efforts. This 

brochure contains the step-by-step procedure and guide to earn over N100 000 monthly.  

Objectives: This is a web driven programme with three objectives and not the nominal 

online business. It is sales booster programme with four transaction windows for members to 

buy or sell. Finitema is designed to generate broad spectrum employment opportunities and 

it is a programme laden with features for empowerment of the members.  

Finitema Instruments: Finitema platform is an expanded e-commerce programme with four 

distinct transaction instruments. The instruments on the programme will operate like 

OLX.com, Jumia.com and ebay. The fourth variant will be unique to the programme, but fully 

described on the website. The programme will be launched with just one of the instruments 

running, while the other three instruments will roll out with expanded membership.  

Advantages of Participation: Membership Hosting Scheme is an investment opportunity 

designed to yield over 200% monthly returns. Participants have absolute control over their 

accounts and can monitor transactions hosted on them. These accounts create hosting base 

to absorb members registering on the website. Only the accounts on this scheme will be 

assisted by the programme to host downline to guarantee over 200% monthly returns.  

Investment mechanism: Participants in this scheme are required to set up multiple 

accounts and fund each with N1000 only. The electronic or virtual money remains the 

possession of the account holder until utilised. The risk is minimised because all the funded 

accounts begin to yield income immediately assets are hosted on them. 

Significance of Hosting Accounts: These are referral accounts to create buoyant hosting 

base on the website. The accounts are designed to absorb initial traffic of registrants. Thus, 

investment of N50 000 will be used to create 50 accounts and each funded with N1000. 

Each account has referral status to host and transmit SMS to 200 incoming members.  

Referrers invariably host the persons added as their downline. However, there is an 

associated cost of N5 for SMS alert transmission at registration to any downline. This cost is 

borne by the person selected as referrer on the registration form. Thus, membership hosting 

scheme is to create robust hosting base, but email alert is transmitted free. 

Web Credit in Hosting accounts: The electronic money or web credit at this stage is to 

transmit confirmation SMS to new members who select you as referrer on registration form 



at N5 per downline. The SMS message carries their username and password, mindful that 

several participants living in remote locations lack email addresses.  

Earnings from participation: Hosting accounts will be profiled to earn over 200% monthly 

returns on continuous basis without further efforts from the participant. The task of adding 

friends as downline is taken off the account holder. The programme has a responsibility to 

add minimum of twenty persons as business downline to every account on this scheme.  

How to Earn on Finitema: There are three ways to earn on this programme. The first way 

is 2% referral fee. Whenever, a registrant selects you as referrer at registration, they become 

your downline. Thus, whenever a car dealer sells a car for N1.0m and makes withdrawal 

from their web account, you get 2% or N20 000 as commission or referral fee.  

The second way is 5% hosting fee. The company will host assets on your account page 

based on the number of downline Thus, when a car is sold for N1.0m on your account page 

as showroom, 5% or N50 000 is transferred to the income account as hosting fee. The third 

way to earn is through the personal activities of individuals on the programme.  

Permissible number of accounts: Minimum of ten accounts of N10 000 and maximum of 

one hundred accounts of N100 000 per person is permissible. Kindly note that limited 

number of funded accounts will be accommodated on this scheme on first come, first served 

basis. Hence, the scheme will cease to accept more entries once this number is attained.  

Target Audience: Those to participate on Finitema include students, applicants, employers, 

entrepreneurs, artisans, traders, business owners and investment minded persons.  

Usage of Finitema Voucher: Finitema Recharge Voucher is the main payment system on 

the website. The voucher disconnects this platform from banking platforms to secure all 

transactions. When the voucher is loaded, the account gets credited. The credit can be used 

for online shopping, text messaging and for bidding to make more money on the programme.  

The usage of the voucher to make more money, particularly on the modified bid window, will 

be demonstrated during the seminars. There is conviction that the voucher will enhance and 

broaden the participation of people living in remote locations, without internet access or 

computers but have GSM phones. It will generate great earnings for the dealers also. 

Source of Finitema Voucher: The voucher is available and printable from the website and 

will generate great earnings for main dealers, sub dealers and retailers nationwide. Shortly, 

the voucher will circulate and be obtainable from recharge card sellers nationwide. 

General Participation: Registration and membership is free on Finitema programme for 

expanded participation. The referral scheme is designed to speed up membership build up. 

The reward system is to incentivize members to freely add their friends as downline.  



Step by Step Guide to Earn over N100 000 monthly from MHS 

Step 1: Registration on website: Register free on the website to own a basic account. 

Afterwards, text MHS ENROLMENT, name, username and desired number of accounts to 

08100517768. This will enable admin capture participants for membership hosting scheme. 

Step 2: Telephone interaction: Participants are expected to call-in for brief telephone 

interaction to establish basic facts about commitment for this scheme. Kindly note that only 

short-listed and approved persons will be expected to proceed to step three below. 

Step 3: Business account activation and Funding: Load N1000 Finitema voucher into the 

account if available. Alternatively, make payment of N1000 into Infinitema Ltd bank account 

with Access or Zenith Bank. Kindly quote your username as depositor and login to your 

basic account to order web credit. Text MHS ACTIVATION, username, Bank, amount, 

GSM and date to 08100517768. Admin will transmit SMS to confirm transaction. 

Step 4: Registration for the Scheme: Register for the membership hosting scheme by 

submitting the Form attached. The completed form should be sent to info@finitema.com. 

The supplementary accounts should be created as downline to the first account.  Establish 

telephone contact and send text message to 08100517768 to confirm the submission. The 

registration form will be evaluated and the outcome will be communicated to the registrant. 

Step 5: Funding of Multiple Accounts: The fifth step is to fund all the supplementary 

accounts at once. The projection to earn N100 000 monthly suggests that 50 accounts 

should be created. Each of the accounts should be funded with N1000 following the same 

procedure in step 2 above. Text MHS MA ACTIVATION, username, Bank, amount, GSM 

and date to 08100517768. Admin will process transaction and send confirmation SMS. 

Supplementary account funding should be done after asset has been hosted on the first 

account to monitor the earning performance. Kindly note that limited number of funded 

accounts will be considered for this scheme on first come first served basis.  

Step 6: Account Monitoring: Ensure each account hosts assets over N50 000 monthly by 

liaising with the account officer. The accounts in membership hosting scheme will start to 

yield income from the first month of activation. Each account will earn 5% of the cost of asset 

as hosting fee after sale. Accounts with downline activities will also earn 2% referral fees. 

Step 7: Withdrawals from web accounts: Get set to withdraw over N100 000 monthly if 50 

accounts were created on the website. Any amount of money that has accrued in any of the 

income accounts can be transferred to the Bank. Fill and submit the withdrawal form on the 

website. The form will be processed and fund transferred to your bank account. 
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REGISTRATION FOR MEMBERSHIP HOSTING SCHEME (MHS) 

I, ……,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,……………………………... Hereby express a desire to participate in the 

membership hosting scheme (MHS) running on www.finitema.com website; and wish to create 

……………. number of accounts. I hereby state my intention to commit the Sum of 

N…………………............ into the membership hosting scheme running on www.finitema.com owned by 

Infinitema Ltd. The main username is ……………………  

Each account will be funded with N1000 within ……………….days; for each account to be assisted to 

host over 20 business downline. I am aware that there is unhindered access to all the accounts created by 

me on the membership hosting scheme and will be fully responsible to manage them on the site. 

I am aware that all the accounts will earn income through 5% hosting fee when assets are traded on the 

profile pages; 2% referral fee from withdrawals of any downline in the account and through my personal 

trading transactions on the programme. I am aware that withdrawals from the accounts can be 

undertaken by me whenever there is credit in the income account on the website. Accordingly, the 

usernames of the supplementary accounts created on the website are captured on the Form below. 

                                     Information on Supplementary Accounts 

S/N USERNAME S/N USERNAME S/N USERNAME S/N USERNAME 

1  26  51  76  

2  27  52  77  

3  28  53  78  

4  29  54  79  

5  30  55  80  

6  31  56  81  

7  32  57  82  

8  33  58  83  

9  34  59  84  

10  35  60  85  

11  36  61  86  

12  37  62  87  

13  38  63  88  

14  39  64  89  

15  40  65  90  

16  41  66  91  

17  42  67  92  

181  43  68  93  

19  44  69  94  

20  45  70  95  

21  46  71  96  

22  47  72  97  

23  48  73  98  

24  49  74  99  

25  50  75  100  

 

 

Names of Registrant……………………................................................................................ 

Contact Address:………………………………………………………. Signature and Date 
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